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5WELCOME

A SINGULAR EMPHASIS
Architecture magazines often devote considerable space to 
championing suburban and exurban single-family houses.
Architectural Record’s annual Record Houses issue, for example, tends
to focus mostly on large, detached, single-family houses located outside
urban centers. They are beautiful objects in a landscape. And while
some single-family design is truly path-breaking (see pages 64-87)
for recent award-winning examples by DC-area architects), this
housing format is on its way out.  

The emphasis in some of these magazines on these singular
objects risks sending several unfortunate messages about residential
architecture and residential architects, among them that living

outside a city is better than urban life, that bigger houses are inherently better than smaller
ones, that townhouses don’t pose design challenges or involve design solutions equal to
those of detached homes, and perhaps most of all, that when it comes to designing a
house, hiring an architect is a luxury that only the wealthy can afford. Indeed, in this era
of growing debate over income and wealth inequality, the parade of these homes risks
making the architectural profession look not just tin-eared, but dangerously out of touch.

        Whatever their merits, single-family residences outside the city represent only a 
fraction of the residential architectural market, and one whose share is declining, in part
because the demographics that once supported single-family-only suburbs just aren’t
there anymore. A Brookings Institution study estimates that there is currently a gap of
20% to 35% between the demand for walkable urban living choices and the supply of
such residences, while a study by the University of Utah shows that there is a nationwide
shortage of three million small-lot and attached-housing units. Census data, moreover,
show that nearly 30% of the nation’s households are single-person households (and the
percentage in Washington is even higher). By 2025—only six years from now—the Census
estimates, 75% to 85% percent of households will be without children.
        A recent design competition in Chicago called Disruptive Design challenged architects
to submit ideas for affordable owner-occupied homes that included a wealth-building
component, such as a rentable unit or a live/work space. The winning two-story design,
by Chicago architect Greg Tamborino, AIA, allows the property to morph as family
dynamics change. As a young couple, the owners might want two flats, one for living and
one that earns income. As the family grows, the owners might recapture that rented
space. And as the owners age, they might enjoy one-floor living again with some rental
income. It’s a single design that offers different options to meet changing needs. The
house of the future might not be a house in the conventional sense at all.
        In this issue, which presents this year’s collection of award-winning projects of 
various types as selected in juried competitions, the residential award winners include
not only single-family homes outside the city, but other types of housing projects as well,
including townhouses, rental apartment and condominium buildings, co-living houses,
and a building that provides short-term transitional housing for homeless families.
Residential architecture has many branches, and it is gratifying to see that the jurors
reflected that in their deliberations.
         We hope you enjoy this annual awards issue. As always, we appreciate your comments,
so please feel free to drop me a line.

Mary Fitch, AICP, Hon. AIA
Publisher
mfitch@aiadc.com
@marycfitch

Welcome!
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  Contributors
Steven K. Dickens, AIA, LEED AP
(“Institutional Investments” and
“Private; First-Class”), is senior associate
with Eric Colbert & Associates.

Louis Duva (“Commercial Interests”)
serves as the communications 
coordinator at AIA|DC.

Deane Madsen, Assoc. AIA (“Urban
Amenities”), is a writer and architectural
photographer based in Washington, DC,
and founder of the informal architectural
appreciation society Brutalist DC. 

G. Martin Moeller, Jr., Assoc. AIA
(“Midtown Funk” and “Washington at
Home”), is an independent curator and
writer, as well as senior curator at the
National Building Museum.  He is the
editor of ARCHITECTUREDC. 

Ronald O’Rourke (“Strength in
Numbers” and “Properly Cited”) is a
regular contributor to ARCHITECTUREDC.
His father, Jack O’Rourke, was an 
architect in San Francisco for more 
than four decades.

Jurors for 2019 
AIA|DC Awards
Programs

Chapter Design Awards
•  Barbara A. Campagna, FAIA, LEED AP,
    Barbara A. Campagna/Architecture 
    + Planning, PLLC; Buffalo, NY
•  Michael Gabellini, FAIA, Gabellini 
    Sheppard Associates, New York, NY
•  Dina Griffin, FAIA, NOMA, IIDA, 
    Interactive Design Architects; Chicago, IL
•  James E. Richärd, AIA, 
    richärd+bauer; Phoenix, AZ
•  Andrew West, AIA, 
    Elkus Manfredi Architects; Boston, MA

Washingtonian Residential 
Design Awards
•  Richard Buchanan, AIA, 
    Archer Buchanan; West Chester, PA
•  Anne Fougeron, FAIA, 
    Fougeron Architecture; San Francisco, CA
•  David Leven, AIA, 
    LevenBetts; New York, NY
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14 MIDTOWN FUNK

Midtown FunkMidtown Funk
Fannie Mae’s New Home
Pushes the (Building) Envelope
by G. Martin Moeller, Jr., Assoc. AIA

Grand Award

Midtown Center
Washington, DC 

SHoP Architects
Associate Architects: WDG Architecture
Landscape Architects: SCAPE Studio
Lighting Designers: MCLA Architectural Lighting Design

Structural Engineers: SK&A Structural Engineers
MEP Engineers: Girard Engineering
Building Enclosure Consultants: Simpson Gumpertz & Heger;
Curtainwall Design and Consulting, Inc.
Façade Fabricators: Oldcastle Building Envelope
Fire/Building Safety Consultants: Jensen Hughes
LEED Certification Consultants: Noresco LLC
Vertical Transportation Consultants: Van Deusen & Associates
General Contractor: Clark Construction Group, LLC

The street-facing courtyard of 
Midtown Center, with sky bridges soaring above.
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Each of the three earliest editions of the AIA Guide to the
Architecture of Washington, DC, dating from 1965 to 1994,
included a section titled “Midtown.” The term is rarely
used today, but it once referred roughly to the area
between K and P streets, NW, and between Connecticut
and Vermont avenues. Before World War II, it was a
transitional zone between the commercial downtown
and the residential neighborhoods around Dupont and
Logan Circles, but as commercial development pushed
northward, the area lost its distinct identity.
        Midtown Center, a new building at the corner of 15th
and L streets, NW, may help to resurrect that forgotten
geographical designation, not merely by virtue of the
building’s name, but also thanks to its thoughtful design.
The project incorporates two substantial, publicly
accessible outdoor spaces, along with a series of street-
level pathways that crisscross the site, inviting pedestrians
to cut through (and perhaps stop for refreshment at one
of several food service establishments expected to open
soon in ground-floor retail spaces). In conjunction with the
building’s animated façades, marked by wave-like patterns
of projecting window bays, along with the dramatic
“sky bridges” spanning the main courtyard, these urban
gestures create a strong sense of place in a precinct with
more than its share of bland commercial boxes.
        The project, which received this year’s Grand Award
in the AIA|DC Chapter Design Awards program, was
designed by New York-based SHoP Architects in 
collaboration with the local firm of WDG Architecture.
From a legal standpoint, Midtown Center is technically
an addition to the pre-existing Columbia Center office
building immediately to its north, designed by Hickok
Cole. The new building replaced a complex of structures
that served as the headquarters of The Washington Post
until the newspaper moved to One Franklin Square in 2015.
        Like many large sites in DC, this one came with
significant constraints. “Here’s the challenge with office
buildings in Washington,” said Gregg Pasquarelli, AIA,
a founding principal of SHoP Architects. “Blocks are too
wide for the most efficient modern office layout. And
atria don’t typically provide a great quality of light.” 
In addressing these obstacles, the design team also saw
an opportunity to take every advantage of the site’s
particular location, zoning constraints, and relationship
to Columbia Center to create an unusually publicly
spirited commercial building.
        The architects proposed a U-shaped structure
incorporating a street-facing courtyard accessible to the
public, allowing for more efficient floor plans while
maximizing daylight for perimeter offices. The design
team then decided to go one step further in terms of the
building’s urban presence. “Why don’t we lift the building
up and allow the public to move through the site?”
Pasquarelli recalled suggesting. “Let’s make it almost like
a campus quad.” Coupled with the conversion of the alley
between Midtown Center and Columbia Center into a
woonerf—a pedestrian-oriented thoroughfare that is still
accessible to vehicular traffic—these moves yielded a
remarkably porous building that has already brought a

15MIDTOWN FUNK

All photos © Ty Cole

The rippling street façades of Midtown Center, with projecting bays of copper and glass. 
The existing Columbia Center building is visible in the right background.
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renewed sense of vitality to an otherwise stuffy part of
town. According to Pasquarelli, the developer, Carr
Properties, supported this generous approach, perhaps
because in this case it did not require sacrificing any
buildable square footage, and also because this was 
the first commercial building in the city to be permitted
under new zoning laws allowing fully occupiable 
penthouses above the main height limit—a boon in terms
of leasable space.
        The central courtyard, designed by landscape
architects SCAPE Studio, consists of an irregular pattern
of crisp geometric shapes—some paved, some planted,
some with seating, and one open to a slightly recessed,
cascading fountain. Complementing the diagonal
pedestrian paths at ground level are the three sky bridges,
which are lined with copper fins that help shade the
glass-enclosed corridors, but also cast ever-changing
shadows that animate the plaza and its perimeter. The
juxtaposition of the rectangular grid of the office building
and the intersecting diagonals of the ground-level paths
and sky bridges recalls the similar geometries of Pierre
Charles L’Enfant’s original plan for the city of
Washington. The effect is equally dynamic.
        In contrast to the smooth glass curtain wall façades
surrounding the courtyard, the street façades are rippling
tapestries of patinated copper and glass. The projecting
bays are offset both horizontally and vertically, creating 
a macro-pattern that not only brings depth to the façades,
but also helps to reduce solar gain and glare in the interior.
The five-by-ten-foot window bays were fabricated directly
from digital design files—a technique pioneered by SHoP
in earlier projects.
        The distinctive turquoise hue of the patinated copper
helps the project stand out from its corporate neighbors,
but was also intended to link the building to its broader
historic context. “Washington has a tradition of [using]
copper for roofs and details on older buildings,” said
Ben Audrain, AIA, senior associate at WDG Architecture.
“This is one of the few recent projects that really takes
advantage of ornamental metals. It is part of a strategy
of exploring natural materials throughout the project.”
        During the early stages of design development, the
project caught the attention of Fannie Mae, the mortgage
loan behemoth that was looking to move from its 
longtime headquarters on upper Wisconsin Avenue.
Fannie Mae ended up taking most of the building’s office
space. The office interiors were designed under separate
contract by Michael Graves Architecture & Design, based
in Princeton, New Jersey.
        Midtown Center is SHoP’s first completed project
in DC, but the firm is already working on a building for
the second phase of the District Wharf, once again with
WDG as the associated architects.

16 MIDTOWN FUNK

Penthouse level.

Saw-tooth bay pattern on one of the street façades.
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One of the diagonal passageways at ground level, 
connecting the central courtyard to the side street.
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22 COMMERCIAL INTERESTS

Commercial
Interests
Commercial
Interests
Three Diverse Projects Offer New
Models for the Workplace 
by Louis Duva

The new office building at 1000
Maine Avenue—part of the District
Wharf development.

Photo © Jeff Goldberg/Esto

Photo © Jeff Goldberg/EstoPhoto © Jeff Goldberg/EstoRoof terrace at 1000 Maine. Lobby of 1000 Maine.
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Chapter Design Award in Architecture

1000 Maine
Washington, DC 

KPF (design) / FOX Architects 
(architects of record)
Landscape Architects: Landscape Architecture Bureau, LLC
Lighting Designers: LAM Partners
Structural Engineers/LEED/Sustainability Consultants:
Thornton Tomasetti
MEP Engineers: GHT Limited
Civil Engineers: AMT, LLC
Fire Protection/Life Safety Engineers: Jensen Hughes 
(formerly AON Fire Protection Engineering Corporation) 
Building Enclosure Consultants: CDC
Acoustical Consultants: Cerami & Associates
Hardware Consultants: ECSI
Elevator Consultants: Pearson Hahn Associates
Water Feature: Waterline Studios
General Contractor: Balfour Beatty

Many of the world’s great cities welcome visitors with dramatic
views as they arrive. New York and Chicago have forests of 
skyscrapers, Paris the Eiffel Tower, and San Francisco the Golden
Gate. For over a century, visitors approaching DC from Northern
Virginia enjoyed glimpses of the Washington Monument and Capitol
Dome, but thanks to the city’s famed building height limits, much
of the rest of its skyline was diffuse and unmemorable.

        The new District Wharf development along DC’s southwest
waterfront, however, has created something of an architectural
gateway facing the Potomac River and Virginia beyond. A significant
component of that gateway is the new office building at 1000 Maine
Avenue, SW, designed by FOX Architects and the New York-based
firm KPF. Shaped by the irregular geometry of its site, the building
assumes diverse aspects when viewed from different vantage points.
It both anchors the northern end of the District Wharf and creates
a distinctive reference point for people arriving in DC via the
nearby I-395 bridge. 
        The main façades feature a supersized terra cotta grid that
projects from the glass curtain wall, lending the building a sense 
of grandeur despite its relatively simple forms. A three-story glass
atrium splits the building and overlooks the pedestrian-dominated
waterfront along the Washington Channel. This creates an inviting
access point for entry and a visual connection to the water and the
adjacent Maine Avenue Fish Market (which was featured in the
Summer 2019 issue of ARCHITECTUREDC). Ten-foot, floor-to-ceiling
windows provide ample natural light through the ultra-clear curtain
wall system, which also affords occupants panoramic views outward.
Terraces span the roof of 1000 Maine, offering tenants outdoor
social and recreation space—increasingly a “must-have” for
developers seeking to attract lifestyle-driven tenants.
        With an HVAC system that includes a dedicated outdoor air
system (DOAS), offering advanced energy efficiency and space
savings, 1000 Maine is a LEED Gold-certified project. For the
170,000 cars per day that pass by it, however, the building is simply
a welcome new marker of the threshold to the Nation’s Capital.

23COMMERCIAL INTERESTS

Photo © Jeff Goldberg/Esto1000 Maine seen from the adjacent pier.
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Chapter Design Award in 
Historic Resources/Preservation

Parker Metal
Baltimore, MD

McInturff Architects
Interior Designers: RM Design
Lighting Designers: Bliss-Fasman
Structural Engineers: Morabito Consultants
MEP Engineers: NW2 Engineers
Code/Life Safety Consultants: EBL Engineers
General Contractor: Inland Builders LLC

24 COMMERCIAL INTERESTS
Photo © Julia Heine

Main stairwell at Parker Metal.
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On the south end of Downtown Baltimore, not far from Camden
Yards, stands the five-building warehouse complex formerly
occupied by the Parker Metal Decoration Company. The plant was
completed and expanded in stages from 1921 to 1949. The company,
which was a pioneer in technical innovations that were essential to
the production of decorative cans and caps, was a major component
of two of Baltimore’s most important early 20th-century industries:
canning and metal lithography. In fact, the original Old Bay tin
container was produced on these grounds. Due to the steel-frame-
and-brick building’s history and importance to the heritage of
Charm City, the Parker Metal Building was added to the National
Register of Historic Places in 2000.
        When a client acquired the complex, McInturff Architects was
hired to carefully restore and update the space, redesigning it both
inside and out. The building has since been outfitted with a new
glass-encased elevator, open staircases, and new atriums at the
first-floor entrances. The 50,000-square-foot commercial office space
offers versatility for small and large tenants alike, providing open,
loft-like spaces, communal gathering areas, and omnipresent
references to its historic industrial past. With the preexisting raw
elements intact, the weathered brick, steel, and timber are 
complemented by newly installed details and state-of-the-art
mechanical and electrical systems.
        The interventionist design pulls the visitor in from underneath
a freeway overpass and into a centralized glass-enclosed lobby that
serves all five structures in the complex. From inside the newer
portions of the building, floor-to-ceiling windows offer views of
train tracks and the M&T Bank Stadium, home of the Baltimore
Ravens football franchise. This unique context, along with the
significant slope of the site, posed challenges for McInturff in the
redevelopment of this project. 
        The Parker Metal Building was home to innovation in the
20th century, and through this commercial redevelopment,
McInturff Architects is ensuring this space remains an incubator
for innovation in the 21st century.  

Photo © Julia Heine

Photo © Mark McInturff

Main entry to Parker Metal.

Corridor in the Parker Metal project.
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Chapter Design Award in Interior Architecture

Politics & Prose Staff Offices
Washington, DC

McInturff Architects
Structural Engineers: 1200 Architectural Engineers, PLLC
General Contractor: Added Dimensions LLC

Politics and Prose, the venerable Washington bookstore and
center for political activism, has been in an expansionary phase
recently, opening two new retail stores at the District Wharf and
Union Market. Facing a need for additional space to accommodate
its growing activities and staff, Politics and Prose commissioned
McInturff Architects to develop a new office build-out for 50
employees while expanding the flagship store on Connecticut
Avenue, NW. McInturff sought to provide a comfortable, modest,
and welcoming environment, in accordance with the bookseller’s
longstanding ethos.
        The architects converted a vacated drycleaner’s for this 
expansion, adding a fourth retail bay and about 3,500 square feet to
the original 11,500-square-foot space. The grade of the site allowed
McInturff to provide open and closed work spaces split between
two stories, so that Politics and Prose could finally bring all its
office staff under one roof. McInturff stripped the building to its
bare bones, leaving all existing surfaces exposed. In demolishing
the drycleaner unit, the architects recycled all the framing lumber
and used it as woodwork in the new office area. A skylit atrium
and new windows at the rear bring natural light in, enhancing the
office atmosphere.

        Besides offices, a quarter of this new space is devoted to
additional retail space for the bookstore. With tin ceilings and cherry
shelves and display tables, the retail portion of the expansion is
library-like, but refreshing, open, and light. In a city where new
commercial retail inventory is often too large to support small
businesses, the natural lateral growth of Politics and Prose along
this stretch of Connecticut Avenue in Chevy Chase represents a
modest and sustainable expansion of a beloved local brand. Long
live the brick and mortar bookstore.

26 COMMERCIAL INTERESTS

Photo © Julia HeineDouble-height space at the center of the building.

Interior bay window.
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Two views of new workspace with continuous desk.
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Chapter Design Award in Historic
Resources/Preservation

Cincinnati Music Hall
Cincinnati, OH

OTJ Architects (theater design)
Executive Architects: Perfido Weiskopf Wagstaff 
+ Goettel Architects
Structural Engineers: THP Limited, Inc.
MEP Engineers: Pennoni Associates Inc.
Acoustical/AV/IT/Security Consultants: Akustiks, LLC
Theater/Lighting Consultants: Schuler Shook
Restoration Consultants: EverGreene Architectural Arts
General Contractor: Messer Construction 

The Music Hall complex in Cincinnati, Ohio, is one of the most
extravagant Gilded Age confections in the entire country. Built in
1878 in the Victorian Gothic Revival style, it was the work of 
architect Samuel Hannaford. The design is reminiscent of the St.
Pancras train station in London of 1868, where an elaborate “head
house” fronts the train track sheds. At the Music Hall, in lieu of the
train sheds is the grand Springer Auditorium flanked by two large
exposition halls. The 1880 Democratic Party convention was held
here, and the building remained Cincinnati’s primary meeting and
convention facility until it was supplanted by a modern convention
center in the 1970s.
        Home to the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, the Cincinnati
Pops, the Cincinnati Ballet, the Cincinnati Opera, and the May
Festival Chorus, the auditorium remained in use through the 20th
century even as the building’s condition deteriorated. There were, of
course, periodic renovations and updates, but nothing systematic.
In 1970, the building was added to the National Register of

32 INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENTS

Institutional
Investments
Institutional
Investments
Cultural and Educational Projects 
Enhance Their Communities  by Steven K. Dickens, AIA, LEED AP

Springer Auditorium 
following renovation
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Historic Places, and in 2014 it made the National Trust for Historic
Preservation’s “Most Endangered Buildings” list. The latter may
have been part of an advocacy push to obtain some $83 million
from the state plus $25 million of federal historic tax credits for a
complete renovation/restoration. 
        Washington’s Martinez+Johnson Architecture, a premier
architecture firm in the U.S. for projects of this type, had little
competition for the commission. The DC firm served as design
architects, with Cincinnati firm Perfido Weiskof Wagstaff + Goettel
as executive architects. (Following the untimely 2017 death of
principal Thomas E. Johnson, FAIA, Martinez+Johnson became
part of OTJ Architects. The Chapter Award was given under the
OTJ name.) 
        As they have done with scores of other historic auditoria, the
architects oversaw a stem-to-stern revitalization combining entirely
new and upgraded behind-the-walls work (mechanical, electrical,
plumbing, fire control, and structural), restoration of finishes and
ornamental motifs, and incorporation of a modest amount of new
elements as required for modern-day codes and functionality.
Notable in this case was the restoration of the Music Hall’s huge,
spectacular chandelier, which was not original, in fact, but rather
added during a less systematic renovation in the 1970s. The most
visible sign of change is the addition of new sound baffles—pillow-
like hanging elements just below the proscenium arch, which give
a needed boost to the acoustics of the auditorium. 

        The project also restored the exterior, including unique
sandstone details that indicated the function of the space
beyond, such as a French-horn-and-lyre motif at the entrance to
the auditorium, flower and bird motifs at the South Exposition
Hall (originally aimed at horticultural exhibits), and scientific
tool motifs at the North Exposition Hall (originally intended for
mechanical trade shows).
        The South Exposition Hall was restored and upgraded to
become the Ballroom, which, as the moniker suggests, now serves
as a fancy events venue. The North Exposition Hall was converted
to back-of-house space, such as loading facilities, administrative
and operations offices, set construction shops, practice rooms, and
storage areas, all of which are necessities for 21st-century music
halls. At the third floor, the room behind the giant rose window,
known as the Corbett Tower, was adapted as a venue for chamber
groups as well as weddings and other events.
        The renovated Springer Auditorium now seats some 2,400
patrons, which ranks it fourth in size in the U.S. after the
Metropolitan Opera House in New York, the Auditorium Theatre
in Chicago (a major work of renowned architects Adler &
Sullivan), and DAR Constitution Hall here in Washington. It
retains its longtime role as an anchor of the Over-the-Rhine area, 
a mixed-use neighborhood just north of Cincinnati’s Central
Business District.

33INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENTS

Photo © Whitney Cox Photography

Photo © Whitney Cox Photography

Photo © Whitney Cox Photography

Photo courtesy of OTJ Architects

The auditorium before renovation. Exterior of the Cincinnati Music Hall.

Taft Suite at the Cincinnati Music Hall.
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Chapter Design Award in Interior Architecture

Glenstone Museum
Administrative Offices
Potomac, MD

Stantec Architecture
Museum Architects: Thomas Phifer and Partners
MEP Engineers: ASW / Altieri Sebor Wieber LLC
Project Managers: Mark G. Anderson Consultants
General Contractor: HITT Contracting

The newest complex of buildings at Glenstone, a private art
museum in Potomac, Maryland, was designed by Thomas Phifer
and Partners and opened to great acclaim in 2018. In designing the
interiors for the museum’s administrative offices, Stantec
Architecture conceived the space as a seamless continuation of
the museum’s “rational aesthetic approach.” The firm used only
materials that were already in the museum’s palette—wood, glass,
stainless steel, and concrete—and maintained the very spare,
minimalist aesthetic. 

         Glenstone’s mission is to support the contemplation of art, which
it does by strictly limiting the quantity of visitors, sprinkling artworks
sparingly around luminous but very neutral gallery spaces, and
isolating visitors from the day-to-day of modern life. For the
administrative offices, Stantec worked to provide an environment
as ennobled as the museum galleries—if a bit more crowded
with people, and with a stronger connection to the world 
outside of Glenstone. 
        An open office area lines the floor-to-ceiling glass wall facing a
courtyard (itself a minimalist field of beige stones). The workstations,
naturally, follow the precise module of the glazing, with fairly tall
wood-veneer knee walls hiding the clutter of computers, files, and
Post-it Notes. Inboard of the open office is another glass wall, this
time with wood mullions and door frames, which separates private
offices, a library, and a lounge for the museum’s docents. Recessed
downlights were cast into the concrete ceilings, making them even
more minimal than they typically are. All elements are very simple,
demanding of a high level of craftmanship and design coordination,
and this strategy appears to be very successful at allowing the
occasional artwork to be a central focal point. 
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Photo © Ron Blunt Architectural PhotographyThe Glenstone Museum Administrative Offices.
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Photo © Ron Blunt Architectural Photography

A concrete structural column
framed by wood and glass.

Exterior.

Corridor with library 
at left.

Photo © Ron Blunt Architectural Photography

Docents’ Lounge.
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Chapter Design Award in Architecture

Bancroft Elementary School
Washington, DC 

Ayers Saint Gross / Jonathan
Kuhn Architect
Landscape Architects: Lee and Associates
Structural Engineers: SK&A Structural Engineers
MEP Engineers: JVP Engineers PC
Civil Engineers: Wiles Mensch Corporation—DC 
AV Consultants: Polysonics Corp.
General Contractor: Coakley & Williams Construction

When the original Bancroft Elementary School was constructed in
several stages between 1923 and 1932, its Mediterranean Revival
style was essentially a random choice—a picturesque departure
from the Georgian Revival that was more common for public
schools of the era. The school’s architects could not have known
that, decades later, it would house one of the city’s premier dual-
language programs, teaching all students in both English and
Spanish—nor that, for all of DC’s gentrification, the Mount
Pleasant neighborhood would retain substantial pockets of Latino
immigrant families for whom such a dual-language school is ideal. 
        But the original building, despite its stylistic charms, was 
significantly too small and lacked larger-scale special-use spaces
such as a gymnasium and library. The firm of Ayers Saint Gross, in
collaboration with Jonathan Kuhn Architect, was commissioned
to expand and modernize the facility. The design team more than
doubled the size of the school, and, drawing on the Spanish/
Mediterranean theme, organized new and pre-existing spaces
around a main corridor that they call the Calle Mayor (“Main
Street”), and conceived the key shared spaces as “destinations
along the gently meandering street of an old Spanish town.”
        The original building hugged the street at the front of the site,
with a large open rear area sloping gently down to the woods of
Piney Branch, a wing of Rock Creek Park. The new Calle Mayor
connects the original entrance to new wings added to the rear; it
ends in a covered but open-air classroom overlooking the woods.
A series of courtyards, which could be viewed as yet another
Spanish touch, is programmed for playgrounds, an “outdoor
learning” facility, and a soccer field ringed by a track. 
        The additions are completely modern in their architectural
articulation, but some of the color choices and bold forms create a
perceptible Hispanic inflection. The exteriors have red brick but
also metal panels in browns and burnt orange that suggest Latin
American precedents. The inside is white and bright, with
accents in slightly pastelled primary colors: yellow at the 
gymnasium, blue at certain classrooms, green at the library, and
so forth. Flooring is white terrazzo, a bright, highly resilient,
low-maintenance choice. Bold murals liven stairways. Generous
windows provide daylighting and, in many cases, lovely calming
views of trees. 
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Photo © Lauren K Davis for Feinknopf Photography

Existing building at the 
Bancroft Elementary School.

Photo © Lauren K Davis for Feinknopf Photography

 Hallway bench.

Photo © Lauren K Davis 
for Feinknopf Photography

Staircase with large window.
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Photo © Lauren K Davis for Feinknopf PhotographyBancroft Elementary School, with the addition at left and original building in the right background.

Photo © Lauren K Davis for Feinknopf PhotographyMain staircase.
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Chapter Design Award in Architecture/
Citation for Sustainable Design

Powell Elementary School
Washington, DC 

ISTUDIO Architects
Structural Engineers: Simpson Gumpertz & Heger
MEP/F Engineers: Setty & Associates, Ltd.
Civil Engineers/Landscape Architects: AMT, LLC
Geotechnical/Hazmat Consultants: ECS Corporate Services, LLC
Playscape Specialists: Symbiosis, Inc.
LEED Consultant: Dan Triman; Sustainable Design Consulting
IT/AV Consultant: Education Systems Planning
General Contractor: MCN Build

Architect Rick Harlan Schneider, AIA, of ISTUDIO Architects, is
an evangelist for the concept of “differentiated learning,” a relatively
new idea that children learn more effectively if a variety of types of
spaces and facilities are provided. This includes the desks-facing-
chalkboard classic, but expands into outdoor classrooms, gardening

as a way to teach science, breakout spaces for small groups of
students, opportunities for teachers and students to have one-on-
one sessions, and facilities for teaching larger groups of students.
The idea extends to circulation between different areas: a variety
of scales and characters of corridors and stairways is desirable. 
        ISTUDIO’s renovation and expansion of Powell Elementary
includes all of these elements, plus dramatic-but-purposeful
architecture that Schneider believes stimulates children in its own
right. When the architects were doing a survey of the oldest building,
built in 1929, they discovered a long-abandoned passive ventilation
system working on the principle of a solar chimney. This feature,
which used the Georgian Revival cupola as its “chimney,” was
brought back on line, and more sophisticated versions were
included in the new wings, with modern solar chimneys becoming
a distinctive feature of the school’s appearance. This system works
only during shoulder seasons, but it transforms students (and
teachers, for that matter) from passive customers of whatever
cooling or heating is happening, into active participants in a major
building system.

The Powell Elementary School was previously featured in the 
Summer 2019 issue of ARCHITECTUREDC.
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Photo © ISTUDIO Architects

Photo © Anice Hoachlander/Hoachlander Davis Photography

Central atrium of the Powell Elementary School.

Outdoor classroom.

Photo © Anice Hoachlander/Hoachlander Davis Photography

New wing of the Powell Elementary School.
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Chapter Design Award in Interior Architecture

West End Library
Washington, DC

CORE architecture + design
Base Building Design Architects: TEN Arquitectos
Base Building Architects of Record: WDG Architecture
Landscape Architects: Oehme, van Sweden | OvS
Lighting Designers: George Sexton Associates
Structural Engineers: Tadjer-Cohen-Edelson Associates
MEP Engineers/LEED Consultants: Cosentini Consulting Engineers
Code Compliance Consultants: Core Engineers Consulting Group
Artists: Adrienne Gaither; Nekisha Durrett
General Contractor: Clark Construction Group

As readers of ARCHITECTUREDC are well aware, the DC Public
Library has been a major sponsor of innovative architecture for
over a decade. Most of these projects have entailed dramatic new
buildings replacing outmoded freestanding structures. The old
West End branch was in a similar situation, except that by the 21st
century, it found itself sitting on very valuable land, surrounded
by a densely urban neighborhood of high-end condominium

buildings and hotels. The city struck a deal with the developer
EastBanc, which survived repeated legal challenges and the Great
Recession, and now, as a result, the site boasts a luxury apartment
building, with a new West End library occupying most of the
street level.
        The architects for the apartment building, international
“starchitect” Enrique Norten with WDG Architecture of DC, did
general planning for the library space, but the specific and final
interior architecture was by CORE architecture + design, under
direct contract to the DC Public Library. CORE rearranged the spaces,
putting children in the rear (which opens to a serene landscaped
courtyard) and adults in the front (along L Street). Most notably,
they conceived of the long, zig-zagging wall at the rear of the adult
space, with a supergraphic that sets a very dynamic tone. 
        A notable feature of the West End branch is its café—a first in a
DC Public Library—which occupies the eastern end of the frontage
along L Street. The café is privately run by the chain Bluestone
Lane, with no direct affiliation to the library, but by design, the two
operate almost seamlessly. When needed, an accordion partition
can separate the café from the library, but typically it is wide open:
one can take books into the café, and one can take coffee into the
adult reading area. Now that’s worth an award!

The West End Library was previously featured in the Spring 2018 issue
of ARCHITECTUREDC.
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Photo © Ron NgiamWest End Library entry area and circulation desk.

Photo © Ron NgiamPhoto © Ron NgiamMain entrance to the library. Main reading room.
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46 STRENGTH IN NUMBERS

Strength in NumbersStrength in Numbers
Multi-Family Projects Get Their Due 
by Ronald O’Rourke

Many design publications focus their coverage of residential architecture on single-family residences, perhaps
because many of their readers live or aspire to live in such residences, or because the image of a detached 
single-family house is most commonly associated with the idea of residential architecture. Although a bias
toward covering single-family residences might therefore be understandable, it nevertheless can impoverish
discussions of residential architecture by overlooking the accomplishments of architects engaged in designing
multi-family buildings, which entail design challenges and solutions not found in single-family projects. 
For the Washington region—where more than two million people live in rental apartment and 
condominium buildings—overlooking multi-family residences can produce a particularly 
blinkered view of the local residential architecture scene. To their credit, the jurors this year 
worked against this bias by recognizing eight multi-family projects with design awards.

Courtyard of Chapman Stables. The existing 
two-story brick building in visible at right, 
with new construction above and to the left. 
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Washingtonian Residential Design Award

Chapman Stables
Washington, DC 

Studio Twenty Seven
Architecture
Landscape Architects: Clinton & Associates
Structural Engineers: Ehlert Bryan Consulting Structural
Engineers
MEP Engineers: Meta Engineers
Civil Engineers: christopher consultants, ltd.
General Contractor: Sigal Construction (now GCS-Sigal)

The Chapman Stables, designed by Studio Twenty Seven
Architecture, is located at 57 N Street, NW, in Washington’s
Truxton Circle neighborhood. This adaptive re-use project 
renovated and added to an early-20th-century garage building
that incorporated the remnants of an earlier horse stable, converting
the structure, which is listed on the National Register of Historic
Places, into a condominium development with 114 market-rate
and affordable units.
        The project added a third and fourth floor to the existing two-
story garage/stable building, and placed a new five-story building
behind it, creating a U-shaped development with a densely planted
central courtyard. The two levels added to the existing building
are set back, allowing the N Street frontage to be expressed as a
line of two-story row houses. The new five-story building in the
back, which fronts onto a former alley now known as Hanover
Place, is a crisply modern structure with a dancing assemblage of
floor-to-ceiling windows and a rooftop pavilion and garden.
       The project’s N Street entry was fitted into a shaft that
had been used for an automobile elevator. The existing building’s
interior design puts the structure’s history on display by preserving
its terrazzo floors and exposing its brick walls and massive cast-iron
support beams.
        According to the architects, the historic building “represents 
a significant contribution to the broad patterns of [Washington’s]
history, and embodies distinctive characteristics of early-20th-
century life,” while the renovation preserved and exploited the
“light industrial detailing of the building.”
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Photos © Anice Hoachlander/Hoachlander Davis Photography

Main entrance along the N Street frontage, 
which retains its two-story height.

Addition, as seen 
from the former alley.

Interior of one of 
the living units.
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Chapter Design Award in Architecture/
Citation for Design & Well-Being

Ridge Place Co-Living
Washington, DC 

Suzane Reatig Architecture
Landscape Architects: Love & Carrots
Structural Engineers: MGV Engineers
Civil Engineers: CAS Engineering
General Contractor: Suzane Reatig Architecture

A few blocks west of Chapman Stables, in the Shaw neighborhood,
is Ridge Place Co-Living, a new, eight-unit development designed
by Suzane Reatig Architecture. Located on the 400 block of Ridge
Street, NW—an east-west street bisecting the block defined by M,
N, 4th, and 5th streets—this infill project, situated a little east of the
Washington Convention Center, fits into its surrounding residential
context while employing a modern variation of Washington’s
historic row house typology.
        The project’s site consisted of four adjacent, vacant lots, each 20
feet wide, bracketed by narrower, two-story historic row houses on
either side. Zoning regulations allowed for four-story townhouses,
each 64 feet deep, with two living units per lot. Historic district
requirements, however, were more restrictive, permitting only
three-story row houses with the third floors set back, so that they
would appear from the street to be two-story structures like their
neighbors. Reatig’s solution was to divide the site in half, front
and back, with four new row houses running along the front of
the site and another four in a separate structure along the site’s
rear, with a courtyard running in between.
        “Instead of the typical two-unit townhouse where units are
stacked, Ridge Place separates and spreads the units across the site
and connects them with open space via a shared passageway, a
common feature of the pre-1870 residences in the area,” the firm
said. The arrangement creates “a shared, communal courtyard—a
tranquil outdoor space that not only offers respite from city life
but serves as a gathering space for residents to mingle.”
        Wood siding is uncommon in many downtown Washington
neighborhoods—but not this one. “Tiger wood siding [used]
throughout the project references wooden historic two-story
townhouses on Ridge Street, yet it provides a unique identity
for the residences,” the firm said.
        On the inside, the units feature a split-level plan—an
arrangement that “allowed the buildings to be interpreted as 
two-level townhomes from the street to meet the compatibility
requirements of the historic street,” the firm said. As a result, “the
levels above the shared living areas are only half a story apart,
with a bedroom and bathroom suite on each level to accommodate
co-living and autonomy on each floor.”
        As a result of its site arrangement and interior design, “the
project offers luxuries that are typically considered rare in city living—
double-height spaces, access to semi-private and private outdoor
spaces, double exposures, cross ventilation, ample natural light
throughout the interiors, and private roof decks for all units.”
The result “creates a simple, nuanced approach to urban dwelling,”
acting as “an urban oasis to calm and elevate the urban row
house typology.”
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Photo © Alan Karchmer

Photo © Alan Karchmer

Courtyard at Ridge Place.

Interior of a living unit.

Ridge Place Co-Living, with historic row houses to the left. 
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Photo courtesy of Hartman-Cox Architects

Ballroom, now used for social events, 
happy hours, and lectures.

Library of the Patterson House, 
which now serves as a work space for residents. 

The ballroom before renovation.
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Chapter Design Award in Historic
Resources/Preservation

Patterson House
Washington, DC 

Hartman-Cox Architects
Interior Designers: Darryl Carter Inc.; Rockwell Group; 
Maurice Walters Architect, Inc.
Landscape Architects: Lee & Associates
Structural Engineers: Thornton Tomasetti
MEP/Fire Protection Engineers: WSP
Civil Engineers: VIKA Capitol
Contractor: Manhattan Construction Company

The ornately grand historic mansions of Washington’s Dupont Circle
neighborhood are beautiful to look at, but can pose challenges in
terms of finding uses that both respect their historic architecture
and are cost effective. Hartman-Cox Architects managed to thread
the needle with its design for renovating and adding to Patterson
House, a lovely Beaux Arts-style mansion on Dupont Circle that
was built in 1903. The building, which is listed in both the DC
Inventory of Historic Sites and the National Register of Historic
Places, was used in recent decades by a women’s club.
        Another example of adaptive re-use, the project carefully
restored the decorative details and surfaces of the historic mansion
and added a modern residential tower behind it to create a residential
development with 92 small rental apartments and several
shared amenity spaces. The clean-lined new residential tower
“is sympathetic but clearly differentiated from the original house.
Its white color, the window proportions, and marble panels all
reference the historic building,” the firm said. A glass-clad
“hyphen” sensitively connects the mansion to the new tower.
        The project demonstrates how smart design can preserve 
an older building while giving it a new use—and how modern
design can complement and help showcase a historic structure. 

The project was previously covered in the Fall 2018 issue 
of ARCHITECTUREDC.
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Photo © Anice Hoachlander/
Hoachlander Davis Photography

The renovated Patterson House at left, 
with new addition at right.
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Chapter Design Award in Architecture/
Washingtonian Residential Design Award

OSLOadmo
Washington, DC 

McInturff Architects
Landscape Architects: Lila Fendrick Landscape Architecture 
& Garden Design
Lighting Designers: Pro Design Distribution
Structural Engineers: Structura Inc.
MEP Engineers: WB Engineering
Civil Engineers: CAS Engineers
General Contractor: Harbor Builders

About eight blocks northeast of Patterson House, at 1708 V Street,
NW, in the Adams Morgan (AdMo) neighborhood, is OSLOadmo,
a new, eight-unit apartment building designed by McInturff
Architects that clearly reads as a modern building, but with massing
and details that allow it to settle comfortably among the historic
row houses around it. Similar to the Chapman Stables project in
plan, OSLOadmo is a U-shaped building with a central courtyard.
        The project embraced the idea that “the city was the true living
and dining room. With an eye to that, the number of bedrooms,
most with [their own] en suite baths, was to be maximized, and the
common living spaces were to be airy, efficient, and smaller in size,”
the firm said. “On the street, the rhythm of adjacent townhouses
influenced the massing of the façade. The two alley façades are
also treated as architecturally important, in acknowledgement 
of urban pedestrian circulation patterns.”
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Courtyard of the OSLOadmo, as seen from the side alley.
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        The firm “quickly realized that maximizing the by-rights
footprint would allow open space somewhere in the program.
Rather than putting this in the rear, we chose to locate it in the
middle, as a courtyard, creating an outdoor room for use by all of
the residents.” The courtyard “also helps to break down the bulk of
the alley side of the building, which could have been overbearing
to the single-family townhouses on the other side of the alley, and
allowed the units to have light on three sides.” The courtyard’s
wooden decking and furniture, along with its greenery, add a
complementary note of warmth to the building’s design, which
also incorporates a green roof. 
        The building’s black-painted central stair, which overlooks the
courtyard, was commissioned as part of VisionDC’s first Art Tank,
a nonprofit program aimed at encouraging economic development
through the creative community.

Photo © Julia Heine

Photo © Julia Heine

Photo © Julia Heine

Alley façade.

Photo © Julia HeineCourtyard, looking toward side alley.

Photo © Julia HeineCourtyard with main staircase visible inside.

Interior of a living unit.
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Washingtonian Residential Design Award/
Citation for Urban Catalyst 

The Triumph—Community-Based
Short-Term Family Housing
Washington, DC

DLR Group/Sorg
Landscape Architects: Carvalho and Good, PLLC
Structural Engineers: Silman
MEP Engineers: Setty & Associates International, PLLC
Civil Engineers: A. Morton Thomas & Associates
Geotechnical Engineers: ECS Capitol Services
Cost Consultants: TCT Cost Consultants
LEED Green Rater: Pando Alliance, LLC
General Contractor: MCN Build

Close to the Maryland border, at 4225 6th Street, SE, in the Highlands
neighborhood, is The Triumph—a project whose name isn’t an act of
hubris by its designer, DLR Group, but rather an honor bestowed
on the project by its surrounding community. The six-story, 36,000-
square-foot building, which includes 50 residential units and
supporting amenity spaces, provides short-term housing for families
from across Washington as part of the city’s plan to replace the
dilapidated central emergency shelter at DC General Hospital with
a collection of smaller-scale, service-enriched, community-based
shelters located in each of the city’s eight wards. The Triumph is

Ward 8’s contribution to that strategy. Like other new projects for
addressing homelessness that have been featured in these pages,
The Triumph’s smart-looking design could easily be mistaken for
that of a market-rate apartment building.
        The Triumph “provides residents with extensive views of the
city, natural light, play, and gathering space in a parklike setting,”
according to the architects. “Tucked away from the street and into
the surrounding hillside, the building relates to the residential
context with an articulated volumetric facade to create residential
units of human scale.” The building “symbolizes an integrated,
dignified approach to living in a holistic, healthy environment,
with on-site stormwater quality control, an energy-efficient building
envelope, and high-efficiency mechanical systems.” The project meets
Gold-level certification for the LEED for Homes rating system.
        A key design challenge “was how to sensitively accommodate
the full programmatic requirements, including a [city-established]
maximum unit count of ten per floor, on a steeply-sloping site
surrounded by low-rise residential buildings along 6th Street, SE,
to the east, and taller, four-to-five story structures to the north and
west,” the firm said. To address that challenge, “the building has
been shifted westward, away from the street and toward the back
of the lot, which helps integrate the new facility with its context by
visually strengthening its connection to its larger-scale neighbors while
also providing an opportunity for a large, landscaped forecourt to act
as an attractive green buffer between the street and the building.”
        Landscape terracing and “a façade composed of a series of
setbacks combine to break down the massing of the residential
housing block,” the firm said. “The façade’s volumetric use of
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projecting and retreating bays of glass frames views from inside
to outside that are unparalleled in scope and distance.”
        The five residential floors each include, in addition to their
residential units, a group of common spaces located off the elevator
lobby, within view of the reception desk. Each floor is treated as its
own neighborhood, with floor-specific finish palettes helping to
reinforce their separate identities.
        The ground floor, which acts as the community floor for all the
residents, includes a multipurpose room, a dining room, a computer
lab, and a health clinic, as well as operational and case-management
offices. The spaces, the firm said, provide “the wrap-around
services needed to stabilize the residents and help them find
more permanent housing.”
        Maximizing natural light “was an important design goal as
this can help relieve stress for those going through homelessness
while also decreasing energy usage,” the architects said, adding that
“the finish palette includes warm, natural elements and colors”
that help to deinstitutionalize the building.
        The Triumph “provides families with a beautiful, inspiring,
and dignified environment along with in-house support services
to help families re-join their communities within a shorter time
frame,” the architects said. With reduced levels of stress, “the resi-
dents are better able to address other needs and progress to a more
permanent housing solution. By creating a safe, secure and digni-
fied facility, the design seeks to transform a difficult site into a pos-
itive for the entire community and play an important part in
integrating a marginalized group of the District’s citizens back
into the city.”
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Family unit at the Triumph. 

Residential lounge. 

Communal spaces. 
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Citation for Urban Catalyst

Channing E. Phillips Homes
Washington, DC

Shalom Baranes Associates
Structural Engineers: TCE & Associates
MEP Engineers: Provectus
Civil Engineers/Landscape Architects:Wiles Mensch
Corporation (WMC)
Sustainability Consultants: Noresco
Building Envelope Consultants: Simpson Gumpertz 
& Heger (SGH®)
General Contractor: Hamel Builders

The Channing E. Phillips Homes, located at 1710 7th Street, NW,
across R Street from the Shaw neighborhood’s beautiful Watha T.
Daniel public library, is a new affordable housing building with 56
apartments designed by Shalom Baranes Associates.
        The building’s south side cantilevers over the sidewalk to
maximize rentable space. “The massing and articulation of façades
at higher floors present a bold vernacular facing directly towards
the U.S. Capitol,” the firm said. “The orientation signals an
embrace of the Federal government, which supported project
approvals and financing. Visually connecting the neighborhood

to the federal core was intended to emphasize the importance of
collaboration between private developers and public entities.”
        The building’s design “eases the aesthetic transition between
an eclectic mix of new and historic structures in the surrounding
context,” the architects said. “The intent was to create a distinct
identity for the building and ensure it wouldn’t look like an addition
to the neighboring Lincoln Westmoreland Apartments, while [still]
harmonizing with [that] building.” The new building’s sunshade
pattern “evokes bars of music, drawing on the neighborhood’s
musical heritage.”

The project was previously covered in the Spring 2017 issue 
of ARCHITECTUREDC.

Photo © Mary Ford Parker

Photo © Mary Ford Parker

Channing E. Phillips Homes, with 
the existing Lincoln Westmoreland 
Apartments in the right background.

Channing E. Phillips Homes, with the Shaw-Howard
University Metro Station in the foreground. 
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Chapter Design Award in Architecture

VITA Tysons
Tysons, VA 

Shalom Baranes Associates
Interior Design Consultants: Cecconi Simone
Landscape Architects: Rhodeside & Harwell
Structural Engineers: Cardno
MEP Engineers:WSP
General Contractor: Donohoe Construction Company

The VITA Tysons project, another project by Shalom
Baranes Associates, is a 512,000-square-foot, 429-unit
apartment tower located at 7902 Tysons One Place in
Tysons, Virginia, almost directly across from the Tysons
Corner Metro Station. The 30-floor structure—the first
phase of a master plan developed to promote a more
walkable and sustainable hub—is currently the tallest
building in the vicinity. It is part of a mixed-use 
development that also includes a hotel and an office
tower connected to Tysons Corner Center.
        The building’s plan, with two primary bends,
responds to the project’s somewhat irregularly shaped
site. “An important design goal was to create a building
profile and image from distant views that would enhance
the skyline for motorists and transit riders on [Metro’s]
Silver Line,” the firm said. “The form developed from a
traditional shaped diagram provided in the master plan.
Bending the shape in the east and west corners significantly
improved light and views in the apartments. Pinching
and shaping of the east edges created view separation
and added privacy between the apartments and neigh-
boring office building. The corridors of the residential
levels are offset, providing a more intimate floor plate of
two shorter wings.” The project “has been recognized for
setting a new tone as neighboring communities begin
their own architectural transformations in response to
growth along the expanding Silver Line.”

The building was previously covered in the Spring 2016 issue
of ARCHITECTUREDC. 
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Photo © Alan Karchmer/OTTOVITA Tysons.

Photo © Alan Karchmer/OTTOLobby of VITA Tysons.
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Chapter Design Award in Architecture

Signature at 
Reston Town Center
Reston, VA 

Shalom Baranes Associates
Interior Design Consultants: Hartman Design Group
Landscape Architects: LSG Landscape Architects
Structural Engineers: Thornton Tomasetti
MEP Engineers:WSP
General Contractor: HITT Contracting

The Signature at Reston Town Center, also designed by
Shalom Baranes Associates, is located at the corner of
Reston and New Dominion parkways in northern Virginia.
The site “is the last major piece of a decades-long master
plan and build-out that completes the vision of [developer]
Robert Simon for an interconnected network of urban
villages in Reston,” the firm said. “While much of the
architecture in the central town center has post-modern
and neo-traditional trappings, the design team for the
Signature site found inspiration in the nearby satellite
village of Lake Anne, a 1960s-era community also 
envisioned by Simon that embodies a brutalist modern
language.” The Signature project’s design “combines 
the best aspects of Reston’s ’60s modernism and ’90s
New Urbanism.”
        The project, with about 1.28 million square feet of
space and 508 living units, consists of two wings, each
capped by a slender residential tower, with the west
wing forming part of a mixed-use parcel facing the town
center. A large-format grocery store anchors the site’s
southwest corner. Near the street, the above-grade part
of the building’s multi-level parking facility is screened
by a line of eight narrow mini-towers, each housing a trio
of vertically stacked two-floor residences.
        Windows on the towers’ facades are spaced regularly
in some places and irregularly in others. The architects
avoided the typical apartment building configuration of
bay windows combined with projecting balconies, and
instead gave the towers a sleek, clean-sided appearance
consisting of crisply punched-in windows—a strategy
employed by modern buildings in Germany and elsewhere
in Europe—and balconies that are mostly recessed.
Designing each tower as an assemblage of rectangular
masses that intersect and slide past one another not only
gives them a sense of energy and movement, it also, the
architects noted, created additional corners, improving
the quality of interior light and the outward views for
many of the living units.
        The project’s exterior materials “are modest—brick
masonry—but carefully chosen,” the architects said. “A
primary buff color with a custom slurry wash is contrasted
with a textured bronze ironspot color. The colors are
employed volumetrically on the building to highlight
the massing approach.”
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Photo © Alan Karchmer/OTTOMid-rise “townhouse” section, consisting of stacked duplex

units that obscure a portion of the parking garage behind.

The Signature at Reston Town Center.
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The mid-rise wing with 
stacked duplex units.
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To feature your products 
or services in our upcoming
Winter Renovations and
Preservation issue
of ARCHITECTUREDC

Contact Jody Cranford:  
800-818-0289   jcranford@aiadc.com
Deadline to secure a spot for Winter:  October 28th
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Chapter Design Award in Architecture/
Washingtonian Residential Design Award

The Grass House
Washington, DC 

bld.us
Structural Engineers: JZ Engineering
LEED Consultants: Steven Winter Associates
General Contractor: Artwork

The modest scale of the Grass House, a new accessory structure
built behind an existing Victorian house in Anacostia DC, belies its
subversive architectural intent. Conceived as a rebuke to the decrepit,
large-scale public housing projects that are all too common in its
neighborhood, the project exploits recent changes to DC’s zoning
code, which now allows such structures as a matter of right in most
residential areas, to demonstrate the potential of small-scale dwelling
units to help address the city’s housing crunch. The project also
“proposes a contextual and healthy alternative to standard stick-
frame construction,” according to the architects at bld.us, and is the
first code-compliant bamboo-framed building on the East Coast. 

64 WASHINGTON AT HOME

Washington 
at Home
Washington 
at Home
DC-Area Houses Exude Elegance 
and Innovation  by G. Martin Moeller, Jr., Assoc. AIA

Photo © Ty Cole

Photo © Ty Cole

Front façade of the Grass House.

Side view of 
the Grass House.
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        As much a piece of gigantic, occupiable furniture as a work of
architecture, the Grass House is a three-dimensional essay in non-
traditional materials and exquisite details. Besides the innovative
bamboo-panel structural system, the house incorporates insulated
concrete block in the foundation, sheep’s-wool insulation in the
hollow bamboo walls, and charred cedar and cypress siding. The
siding is attached to diagonal furring strips that poke out at the
corners, creating an unexpected serrated profile that enlivens the boxy
structure. In lieu of standard, utilitarian gutters and downspouts,
a robust copper gutter and delicate copper rain chain direct 
rainwater toward an external cistern used for irrigation.

        The rich array of materials and details continues on the interior.
Vividly patterned plywood lines the walls on the main floor, while
a tapestry of woven walnut branches separates the main spaces
from the staircase. Handrails are of highly textured mulberry wood.
The second floor is finished primarily in a more neutral plywood,
while in the basement, exposed concrete block is complemented
and warmed by a variety of wood surfaces and textures. 
        Although defined as an accessory dwelling unit, the Grass
House was actually built as a professional studio for its owner-
architects. Ultimately, despite its reliance on natural, eco-friendly
materials, the project’s greenest aspect may be its role in eliminating
the owners’ daily commute to work. 
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Photo © Ty ColeBasement work space.

Photo © Ty ColeGround floor work space, with woven-branch divider at right.
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Washingtonian Residential Design Award

Georgetown Row House
Washington, DC 

Robert M. Gurney, FAIA,
Architect
Interior Designers: Baron Gurney Interiors
Landscape Architects: Campion Hruby Landscape Architects
Structural Engineers: Robert Silman Associates
Contractor: Steven McCaughan, Commonwealth Building and Design

The idea that the front and the back of an urban row house are
fundamentally different, and can be designed in different ways, is
far from new. During the Victorian era, the front façades of such
houses were often very elaborate, with intricate door and window
surrounds and dramatic cornices, while the corresponding rear
façades were typically quite plain. Clients and architects alike 
preferred to spend more of their construction budget on the façade
that was visible to the public. At the same time, the houses’ rear
yards tended to be mundane, often used more for service and 
utility than for recreation. 
         When Robert M. Gurney, FAIA, was commissioned to renovate
a trio of 19th-century Georgetown row houses—an adjacent pair of
houses that had been combined previously plus a third, separate
house that the current owner bought during the early design
phase—he fundamentally reversed the Victorian paradigm. While
the historic street façades were preserved, the addition at the rear
of the combined structure is a boldly modern composition with
broad expanses of glass overlooking the back yard, which features
a swimming pool beside a taut carpet of grass, perfect for either
entertaining or quiet relaxation. The non-adjacent row house has
been converted into a guest house, while the narrow swath between
it and the main structure is now a ramp leading to a new 
underground garage.
        The design plays up the contrast between old and new. The
distinct form of the original structures, for instance, remains
intelligible both inside and out. While some interior walls have
been removed, and numerous modern elements inserted within the
perimeter of the existing buildings, the character of the existing
structures is still evident, in large part because most of the historic
double-hung windows were retained. By contrast, the addition,
with its large windows and glass pocket doors that disappear
when opened, feels completely fresh. The old and new portions 
of the project are separated by a lushly planted garden, with only
a narrow, glassy corridor connecting them.
         Transparent glass elements, in fact, form something of a leitmotif
throughout the project. Highlights of the interior include a chapel-
like, glass-enclosed wine storage room situated between the for-
mal living and dining rooms, an open-tread staircase with glass
balustrades, and a glass floor in a portion of the top-floor home
office above a secondary staircase. The balcony off the master
bedroom is lined with glass railings so as not to interrupt views 
of the generous rear yard, which is now no longer an afterthought,
but a virtual private park.
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Photo courtesy of Robert M. Gurney, FAIA, Architect

Rear of the house before renovation.

P      

Rear of the property following renovation, with the side wall
of one of the original houses visible in the slot at center,
and the new guest house at left.

Dining room, with glass-enclosed wine storage room at right.
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Photo © Maxwell MacKenzie Architectural 
Photographer

Photo © Maxwell MacKenzie Architectural 
Photographer

Family room, looking out toward the rear yard.
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Washingtonian Residential Design Award

Massachusetts Avenue 
Heights House
Washington, DC 

Robert M. Gurney, FAIA, Architect
Interior Designers: Baron Gurney Interiors
Landscape Architects: Campion Hruby Landscape Architects
Structural Engineers: 1200 Architectural Engineers
Contractor: McCullough Construction, LLC

Located just two miles from the National Mall, Massachusetts Avenue
Heights feels a world away from Washington’s Monumental Core
and even its commercial downtown. The leafy neighborhood,
initially developed in the 1910s, is known for grand single-family
houses—quite a few of which are now the residences of foreign
ambassadors—set on relatively large lots. Although it is close to the
center of the city, the area evokes some of the wealthier suburban
enclaves of Maryland and northern Virginia.
        This new house by Robert M. Gurney, FAIA, replaced a
rambling structure that had an exceedingly quirky layout and a

curiously institutional character to some of its key rooms. Gurney’s
design, by contrast, is a carefully controlled composition that manages
to feel homey despite its large scale. The house is divided into three
primary wings, each clad in red brick and capped by a simple gable
roof of black slate. The use of such traditional materials and forms
connects the house to its more traditional neighbors, though the
simple detailing, absence of cornices, and minimalist glass
hyphens linking the three pavilions clearly convey its modernity. 
        The middle wing is oriented perpendicular to the two flanking
wings, with its gable end facing the street. It thus evokes, if very
abstractly, a classical pediment, which is appropriate given that this
is also the location of the main entrance. Beyond the entrance hall
in this wing are the principal living area, a study, and a screened
porch on the main floor, with bedrooms above. The south wing, which
contains the kitchen, dining room, and family room on the main
level and the master bedroom suite above, is accented by a cross-axis
that complements the perpendicular gable of the middle wing. The
north wing contains the garage, with more bedrooms above.
        The house boasts several soaring spaces, sometimes in 
unexpected locations. The screened porch, for instance, is two stories
high and accented by a fireplace with a tall chimney. Meanwhile, pure
white ceilings under the sharply gabled forms lend an exhilarating
quality to the master bedroom and a second-floor office. 

Front façade of the Massachusetts Avenue 
Heights House, with main entrance at center.
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Rear view of the house.

Master bedroom.

Screened porch.

Family room.
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Washingtonian Residential Design Award

Black Metal and White Plaster
Arlington, VA

Donald Lococo Architects
Interior Designers: Ella Scott Design
Landscape Architects: Jennifer Horn Landscape Architecture
Structural Engineers: Linton Engineering
General Contractor: Clemens Builders, LLC

Dynamic contrast—whether of colors, textures, forms, or other
compositional elements—can be a very effective means of lending
interest and identity to a design project. This kitchen addition by

Donald Lococo Architects achieves that through the juxtaposition of
black against white, metal against plaster, and simple modern forms
against the Tudor Revival style of the existing house. The result is
a striking, almost theatrical space that is infused with natural light.
        Despite its stylistic contrast to the existing house, the addition
refers to the original in several ways. The sharp pitch of its roof,
for instance, matches that of the house’s existing gables, while
large dormer windows recall a common motif in Tudor Revival
architecture. The steel-framed windows and doors were inspired by
those of the main house. Saw-scored wood paneling and cabinets
allude to the millwork one might expect to see in a house of its era.
Even the sleek black-metal-and-glass shelving tower above the
kitchen island manages to evoke the quasi-industrial aesthetic that
was often seen in the service spaces of Tudor Revival houses of the
early 20th century.

Photo © Anice Hoachlander/Hoachlander Davis PhotographyKitchen addition, with existing house in the background.
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        The airy design of the shelving tower enhances the long view
originating in the dining room at the front of the house and passing
through several service spaces, then through the new kitchen, and
beyond to the rear yard. That view is made possible by the wall of
glass-and-steel windows and French doors on the rear elevation of
the addition. Looking the other direction from within the kitchen,
one catches a glimpse of a green roof over the service spaces
thanks to a high window at the top of the gable. Opposite the
exterior dormer windows facing north, a series of matching dormers
accommodates windows that open off of the master bedroom on
the second floor, thus directly connecting the two levels and
helping to cement the new kitchen’s role as the heart of the house.

Photo © Anice Hoachlander/Hoachlander Davis Photography

Photo © Anice Hoachlander/Hoachlander Davis Photography

Photo © Anice Hoachlander/Hoachlander Davis Photography

View through new kitchen 
toward the main house.

View through the new kitchen 
toward the rear yard.

Kitchen island with 
open storage shelves.
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Chapter Design Award in Interior Architecture

Renovation on Cox’s Row
Washington, DC 

Robert M. Gurney, FAIA,
Architect
Interior Designers: LSS Interiors
Landscape Architects: Campion Hruby Landscape Architects
Structural Engineers: United Structural Engineers, Inc.
Contractor: Peterson & Collins

In Georgetown, a neighborhood that boasts hundreds of beautiful
row houses, the five houses known as Cox’s Row stand out for their
restrained elegance. Built in the early 1800s by John Cox, these
houses are set back from the street, creating small “door yards”

but leaving relatively little space at the rear. When this particular
house was purchased by its current owner, its ground floor was
already some 120 feet long, and the rear of the house was largely
cut off from the front, both physically and visually. 
        Robert M. Gurney, FAIA, worked within these constraints to
modernize the house’s interiors while preserving its historic fabric.
A new central stairwell, brightened by clerestory windows at the
top, now connects the main sections of the house both horizontally
and vertically while bringing natural light into the core of the long
first floor. The main living areas were opened up, and eye-catching
new elements such as sleek fireplaces now complement restored
classical columns and traditional balustrades. A new landscape
design makes the most of the limited outdoor areas, including a
narrow side yard that lines the rear wing.

This project was previously featured in the Spring 2019 issue 
of ARCHITECTUREDC.
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Photo © Anice Hoachlander/
Hoachlander Davis Photography

Photo © Anice Hoachlander/
Hoachlander Davis Photography

Main staircase in the renovated 
house on Cox’s Row.

Restored street façade.

Patio with view 
down side yard.

Photo © Anice Hoachlander/
Hoachlander Davis Photography

Photo © Anice Hoachlander/
Hoachlander Davis Photography

Living area with 
new fireplace.
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Chapter Design Award in Architecture/
Citation for Design & Well-Being

Hull House
Alexandria, VA

David Jameson Architect
Lighting Designer: David Tozer
Structural Engineers: Structura 
MEP Consultants: Foley Mechanical, Inc.
General Contractor: PureForm Builders

The Hull House in Alexandria, by David Jameson
Architect, which won a Washingtonian Residential
Design Award in 2018, received both a Chapter Design
Award in Architecture and a Citation for Design & Well-
Being this year—an impressive sweep. The reasons for its
recognition in the design categories are readily apparent.
These include the striking sawtooth roofline, an updated
take on the pitched roofs that are required by local zon-

ing guidelines; the robust stone wall that marks the front
building line; and the unusual, splayed interior columns
that support the tent-like roof.
        Less obvious is the rationale for the project’s recogni-
tion in the Design & Well-Being category. The client
requested a predominantly single-level home to allow for
aging-in-place. Although there is a mezzanine-level office
that currently accommodates the client’s business, the
rest of the house is all on one floor. The client also asked
Jameson to design a light-filled house that would help to
alleviate his Seasonal Affective Disorder, a form of
depression caused by reduced daylight during winter.
Again, the architects delivered with an idiosyncratic but
effective composition that funnels light deep into all
spaces of the house.

        The Hull House was previously featured in the Summer
2018 issue of ARCHITECTUREDC, and was included in the
Winter 2018 issue for its receipt of a Washingtonian
Residential Design Award.
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Photo © Paul Warchol PhotographyStreet façade of the Hull House.

Photo © Paul Warchol PhotographyInterior of the Hull House.
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Chapter Design Award in Architecture

Manifold House
Arlington, VA

David Jameson Architect
Structural Engineers: Wallace Engineering 
General Contractor: Sagatov Design and Build

Like the Hull House, the Manifold House, also by David
Jameson Architect, previously won a Washingtonian
Residential Design Award, and this year received a
Chapter Design Award. 
        In car talk, the term “manifold” can refer to either of
two different parts of the engine/exhaust system. The
term inspired both the name and the design of this house,
whose client enjoys tinkering with engines and rebuilding
motor scooters in his spare time. A prominent mechanical
aesthetic is evident in the weathered steel framework that
surrounds the house. Attached to this frame is an irregular
array of steel panels, some aligned with the grid of the
frame, others projecting at 45-degree angles. This steel
screen partially shades the inboard glass curtain walls from
sunlight while enhancing privacy for the spaces within.
         The interior is organized as a series of linear zones, with
the main living spaces on the ground floor set alongside
a row of service spaces. A similar zoning is evident on the
top floor, which contains the main bedrooms. In between
is a mezzanine with large openings overlooking the main
living and dining areas. A basement and roof deck round
out the surprisingly compact residence.

        The Manifold House was previously featured in the
Summer 2018 issue of ARCHITECTUREDC, and was included
in the Winter 2018 issue for its receipt of a Washingtonian
Residential Design Award.
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Photo © Paul Warchol PhotographyExterior, weathered-steel armature of the Manifold House.

Photo © Paul Warchol Photography

Living/dining area, with the kitchen in the background.
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Chapter Design Award in Architecture

Vapor House
Bethesda, MD

David Jameson Architect
Lighting Designer: David Tozer
Structural Engineers: Linton Engineering, LLC
MEP Consultants: Foley Mechanical, Inc.
General Contractor: ALLY DC

David Jameson Architect’s Vapor House is yet another
project that was recognized in both the 2018 Washingtonian
Residential Design Awards and the 2019 Chapter
Design Awards. This one happens to be the architect’s
own residence.
        The house replaced an earlier structure, designed
by mid-20th-century architect Charles Goodman with

an addition by Hartman-Cox Architects, which had
been destroyed by a fallen tree. Jameson decided to
build anew, while committing to preserve as many of
the site’s mature trees as possible. The footprint of the
new house roughly follows that of the original structure
including the addition.
        The new house’s unusual skin, consisting largely
of custom-embossed metal panels, was inspired by
memories of a dark pond near Jameson’s childhood
home on Maryland’s Eastern Shore. The apparent color
of the panels changes constantly over the course of the
day and year, ranging from silvery-white to black. The
mysterious qualities of the surface gave rise to the project’s
name: the Vapor House.

This project was included in the Winter 2018 issue of
ARCHITECTUREDC as a recipient of a Washingtonian
Residential Design Award.

Photo © Paul Warchol Photography

Photo © Paul Warchol Photography

Side façade with main entry 
at right center.

Rear of the Vapor House, with guest house at right.
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Chapter Design Award in Architecture

Wildcat Mountain Residence
The Plains, VA

David Jameson Architect
Lighting Designer: David Tozer
Structural Engineers: Linton Engineering, LLC
MEP Consultants: Foley Mechanical, Inc.
General Contractor: PureForm Builders

With this country house in the Blue Ridge Mountains, the 
firm of David Jameson Architect continues its tradition of 
creating immaculately-detailed, simple-yet-complex houses in
bucolic locations.
        The primary organizational device on the ground floor is a
pinwheel of heavy stone walls, oriented parallel and perpendicular
to the slope of a meadow. The void between the walls at the center
is an atrium/entrance hall space that connects the four wings of the
house. Each wing is articulated as a separate rectangular volume:

living/dining/kitchen; master suite; guest bedroom wing; and
garage/service wing. 
        Each volume is held back from the stone walls by a hyphen—
a lower-ceilinged connector—about four feet wide, which serves as
circulation space and allows each volume to read as a discrete
rectangular box. Aside from the garage, which is clad in cedar
boards, the wings are articulated by glass walls and capped with
green roofs. Views outward are varied: the living room, notably,
looks across a terrace and infinity-edge pool to the meadows and
farms below in the valley, whereas the guest wing looks toward a
wooded hillside. The purity of forms is emphasized by a restrained
material palette, deceptively minimal detailing, and, in the case
of the guest room wing, a cantilever over the descending slope,
which allows the bottom of the rectangular box to be visible. In
these moves, emphasizing purity of form, the house draws from
longstanding modernist traditions.
        What makes this house distinctive, however, is the second floor,
also in the form of a pinwheel but rotated about eight degrees
from the grid of the main level. The architects explain that this
shift orients the upper level toward more distant views of the Blue
Ridge, though it is also clearly a dramatic compositional gesture.
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Private; First-ClassPrivate; First-Class
Exurban Houses Reflect Varied Approaches 
to Modern Design  by Steven K. Dickens, AIA, LEED AP

The Wildcat Mountain House.
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In any case, the geometric interplay between the main and second
floors creates a richness that moves beyond pure modernist forms.
For the most part, the second floor is set back from the perimeter
of the main level, overlooking the green roofs of the wings. But at
the ends of the pinwheel arms, the second floor projects beyond
the level below,  creating sheltered thresholds at the four points
(including the main entrance) where the atrium has doors opening
to the site. 
        All utilitarian elements of the interiors—kitchen appliances,
closets, bathrooms, even the televisions—are rigorously incorporated
into built-ins and clad in richly finished materials that conceal their
utilitarian purposes. (There is also a basement for messy things
like mechanical systems, pool pumps, and the like.) Furnishings
draw from classic modernist designs—but even here, note that
there are no table lamps, no torchères: all lighting is minimal in
form and carefully worked into ceilings and built-ins. Aside from
the occasional small tabletop sculpture, there is not even any
evident art: the focus is on the views out and the architectural art
of the house itself. 

Photo © Paul Warchol Photography Photo © Paul Warchol Photography

Photo © Paul Warchol Photography

Photo © Paul Warchol Photography

Family room, with dining room 
visible beyond transparent divider.

Main living area.

Main entrance.
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Washingtonian Residential Design Award

House on the 
Intracoastal Waterway
Rehoboth, DE

Gardner Architects LLC
Kitchen Designers: Jennifer Gilmer Kitchen & Bath
Landscape Architects: Jordan Honeyman 
Landscape Architecture
Structural Engineers: 1200 Architectural Engineers 
Geotechnical Engineers: John D. Hynes & Associates, Inc.
General Contractor: Beachwood, Inc.

This house in Rehoboth, Delaware, has a similar 
program to the Wildcat Mountain Residence, but reflects
a more informal, beachier vibe. For example, the guest
accommodations are called the “Bunk Room.” The
geometries are somewhat more playful, mixing traditional
and modernist forms.
         Gardner Architects focused on environmental aspects
of the project, particularly appropriate for a low-lying
site facing across the Intracoastal Waterway toward pro-
tected wetlands. On the surface, one sees an appealing
work of architecture, but underlying every move is an
effort to enhance its sustainability and livability. The
shape of the house, for example, deliberately puts out-
door spaces in shade for key periods of the day—appro-
priate for a house primarily used in the summer—and
catches prevailing breezes to reduce dependence on
mechanical HVAC. The skylight at the top of the stair
hall is operable, creating natural stack ventilation when
opened; the stair hall itself is positioned within the house
to make the most of this energy-saving feature.
        The house has a geothermal well system, which uses
the constant temperature of the earth to provide highly-
efficient heating and cooling, as well as an ERV (energy
recovery ventilator), which pulls heat (or lack of heat, in
the summer) out of exhaust air, transferring it to supply
air. The building envelope is highly insulated, including
high-performance windows. The architects provided
shading devices—sliding wood slats at the bunk house
wing, pull-down shades at the living room’s porch—to
deal with the worst of the afternoon sun. 
        In the surrounding area, many of the houses are
raised an entire story above grade to deal with storm
surge potential. This conveniently allows car parking
and storage to go below the house, but it separates the
house from its site and nature. For this house, the archi-
tects positioned it several feet above grade (sufficient for
storm surges), with gentle, almost imperceptible terraces
in the yard and decks to maintain a strong connection to
the earth.

This project was previously featured in the Summer 2018 
issue of ARCHITECTUREDC.
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Photo © John Cole PhotographyWaterfront façade of the House on the Intracoastal Waterway.

Photo © John Cole PhotographyView from the porch toward the water.

Photo © John Cole PhotographyKitchen and dining area.
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Chapter Design Award in Historic
Resources/Preservation

Mid-Century 
Modern Makeover
Easton, MD

Wiedemann Architects LLC
Interior Designer: Shaun Jackson Inc. 
General Contractor: Bluepoint Construction

When the current owner learned about this property, there
was no mention of the high-style Mid-Century Modern
house, built in 1957, that occupied it. The attraction was
the site, with generous frontage on the Tred Avon River
between Easton and Oxford, on Maryland’s Eastern
Shore. The selling agent assumed that the house—at that
point a shell of its original self, dilapidated and too-
many-times remodeled—would be demolished.
        But the owner immediately fell in love with the
house, bought the property, and hired Wiedemann

Architects to restore and renovate it. Wiedemann was
struck by the mix of simple and complex architectural
elements—the big, low-slope gable roof, the consistent
line of trim and built-ins at precisely 6’-8” above floor
level, the big beams and columns pulled away from
walls, and so forth. 
        The completed project is largely a restoration, but in
some cases the original condition had been lost to time,
and modern program elements (such as a proper master
suite) needed to be incorporated. The changed elements
hew closely to the guiding lines of the original house, but
have a more contemporary character. In some cases, the
architects introduced new elements that emphasize the
characteristics of the original design in entirely new
ways. For example, the brick wall at the land side of the
house was painted white and new tuckpointing has
recessed horizontals—both of these moves emphasize the
play of the horizontal wall against the vertical columns
more than the original red-brick wall with standard joints. 

This project was previously featured in the Spring 2019 
issue of ARCHITECTUREDC.
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Photo © Anice Hoachlander/Hoachlander Davis PhotographyFront façade with parking court.

Photo © Anice Hoachlander/Hoachlander Davis Photography

Photo © Anice Hoachlander/Hoachlander Davis Photography

Waterfront façade.

Living/dining area.
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This year’s Chapter Awards jury recognized four projects for their
contributions to the broader cityscape. One, the Channing E. Phillips
Homes, is covered in the article on multi-family projects. The other
three, covered below, offer community solutions at distinct scales,
from the infrastructural framework that runs through the whole
District of Columbia, to a small town’s main thoroughfare, to a single
building within an existing neighborhood. In DC’s Northwest
quadrant, the Cleveland Park Library serves as a central meeting
place within a historic district. The town of Front Royal, Virginia,
sees new potential in its once-downtrodden downtown thanks to
the revitalization of two buildings along its Main Street corridor.
And throughout the District, the alleyways that form an informal
network carved within the overarching L’Enfant Plan are the
subject of some creative interventions that envision life beyond
trash collection. 

Chapter Design Award 
in Urban Design/Master Planning

Washington Alley Project
Washington, DC 

EL Studio
EL Studio’s Washington Alley Project is a rare, self-initiated research
project. Headquartered within an alley building itself, the firm has
embarked upon a mission to investigate and improve this network
of sub-street infrastructure. What began as a series of studios at
the Catholic University of America, where principals Elizabeth
Emerson, AIA, and Mark Lawrence, AIA, teach, has evolved into
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Urban AmenitiesUrban Amenities
Diverse Projects Recognized 
for Catalytic Potential  by Deane Madsen, Assoc. AIA

Rendering of possible improvements to one of the city’s alleys.
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a multi-stakeholder endeavor that allows them to continue to rethink
this underutilized city resource. From EL Studio’s calculations,
there are some 46 linear miles of alleyway frontage within DC,
which offer the potential for more than 72,000 alley dwellings for
some 216,000 residents. In the shorter term, however, proposed
interventions aim to make alleyways cleaner, more pedestrian-
friendly, and more of a community benefit than they are in their
current, strictly utilitarian format. 
        It should be noted that EL Studio’s proposals aren’t just whims,
but are backed up by District-wide surveys that asked respondents
what their alley hopes and expectations might be. The firm has
also hosted a series of what its principals call “alley hops,” i.e.,
get-togethers during which interested attendees (“hoppers”) could
take self-guided walking tours through a specified set of nearby
alleyways, and visualize alley improvements through low-tech
hardware in the format of View-Master reels. The most recent alley
hop involved collaboration with the newly opened Apple Store at
the former Carnegie Library, pairing visitors with iPads loaded
with Morpholio software to allow virtual-reality overlays on
which they could sketch their own interventions. 

        “As Washington grows—and right now it can't go higher, and
it's definitely not a small city, if you measure it in plan—the city
core needs to use every square inch of surface that meets a public
street,” Lawrence said. “These alleys are some of those areas that
are just starting to become utilized in new ways.”
        Some of those new ways were explored in a recent design
charrette: Thanks to creative partnerships with grant-making
organizations and a local community improvement district, EL
Studio now has a pilot project going in nearby Prather’s Alley.
Participants suggested alternative uses for the alley—which serves
mainly as a loading thoroughfare and a cut-through for drivers
looking to circumvent traffic backups elsewhere—that included a
venue for performances and communal seating to support
impromptu outdoor markets. While the pilot project is picking up
steam, the city is full of potential areas that could benefit from
similar interventions, and EL Studio’s project deserves extra
commendation for leading the conversation on how Washington
can capitalize on its underutilized alley resources to turn dingy
passages into courtyard-like community amenities. 

Analytical diagrams illustrating the design opportunities within
the city’s network of alleys.

Diagram of survey results applied to a representative alley.Courtesy of EL Studio Courtesy of EL Studio

Courtesy of EL Studio
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Citation for Urban Catalyst

Vibe Main Street Properties
Front Royal, VA

Reader & Swartz Architects
Civil/Structural Engineers: Painter + Lewis, PLC
General Contractor:Whittington Construction Co., Inc.

Front Royal, Virginia, could be classified as one of those small
towns on the way between here and there: A place close to the
Appalachian Trail, where hikers occasionally meander off-path to
find a shower or a real bed, or where people touring Skyline Drive
may pause to refresh and refuel. But beyond that, the town of roughly
15,000 has seen a decline over recent years, with multiple vacant
storefronts contributing to Front Royal’s retail rental rates being
among the lowest in Warren County. Two recent developments in
Front Royal’s downtown aim to revitalize the area, turning vacant
properties into thriving small businesses that will draw locals and
visitors alike. 
        Seeing vacancy as opportunity, local developer Vibe Properties
enlisted Reader & Swartz Architects—a firm located in the similarly
small town of Winchester, Virginia—to reinvigorate a historic former
department store (the Weaver Building, designed more than a

century ago by New York architect John Sloan), and a slightly less
historic former garage and auction house (the Barnhart Building).
In the Weaver building, Reader & Swartz refreshed the storefront
windows, and divided the ground-floor space into an art gallery
and a Thai restaurant. On the opposite side of the street, the
Barnhart Building, which had infilled a former gas station setback
with a medium-sized gaming parlor and auction house, has been
subdivided into four separate storefronts, including a mountain
supply store, a bakery, and a brewery, each with its own identity to
further enliven the streetscape. In the Barnhart Building, Reader &
Swartz incorporated the industrial feel of the former garage for the
new beer-making facility.
        “Our clients thought that if they did enough things, they
would start to jumpstart essentially the whole downtown, which is
I think is happening now,” said principal Charles Swartz, FAIA,
LEED AP. “People are bored with malls and shopping centers,
and you know you can buy stuff online now. So making things
that are eccentric or a good experience just seems to be a value
that these small towns and old buildings can bring.”
        The two building refurbishments add six new businesses to
Front Royal’s retail landscape, with additional office space on
the Weaver Building’s second level. Where too-large storefronts
sat empty, now the newly reconfigured spaces provide more
manageable leasing opportunities for local small businesses to thrive. 
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New storefronts on the Barnhart Building.

Renovated Weaver Building. New restaurant space.

Barnhart Building 
before renovation.

Photo © Nathan Webb, AIA

Photo © Nathan Webb, AIA Photo © Nathan Webb, AIA

Courtesy of Reader & Swartz Architects
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Citation for Urban Catalyst

Cleveland Park Library
Washington, DC 

Perkins Eastman DC
Associate Architects: Perkins Eastman
Landscape Architects: Landscape Architecture Bureau, LLC
Lighting Designers: Stroik Lighting Design
Structural Engineers: ReStl Designers, Inc.
MEP Engineers: Setty & Associates
Civil Engineers: A. Morton Thomas & Associates
Traffic Engineers: Gorove/Slade
Library Consultants: Library Planning Associates
Sustainability Consultants: Heller & Metzger
Sustainability Consultants/Energy Modelers: In Posse
AV/IT/Acoustical Consultants: Shen Milsom & Wilke
Program Managers: Brailsford & Dunlavey
Design/Build Contractor: Gilbane Building Company
Design/Build Contractor Protégé: Saxon Collaborative
Construction

In Washington’s Cleveland Park neighborhood, there are plenty of
thriving small businesses, and also a diverse contingent of residents
to support them. But for many years, it has lacked a central gathering
space. The new Cleveland Park Library (profiled in the Spring 2019
issue of ARCHITECTUREDC) fills that role by replacing a smaller,
outdated branch with a facility that boasts some 7,000 square feet
of additional space as well as meeting rooms for up to 400 people
at a time. These meeting rooms are the direct result of community
input during the design process, and the rooms have garnered
triple the average number of monthly bookings compared to the
prior facility. 

        The design, led by a team from Perkins Eastman DC (PEDC),
connects to the surrounding community character with a scale
appropriate to its residential setting to the north and south. A
rounded edge where the building meets the corners of Newark Street
and Connecticut Avenue pays homage to its Art Deco-infused
neighbors, and a limestone-framed entryway at its southeastern
corner sets a definitively civic tone for the new structure. Further
extending the residential connections are porch-like balconies 
on the north and south sides, where library visitors can filter
outdoors for fresh-air reading and conversation. And just inside
the entrance is an open space dubbed The Forum, which arose
out of community concerns. 
         “One thing that we learned was the demographics of Cleveland
Park are changing, and story time 20 years ago was one thing, and
now it's mobbed,” said Matthew Bell, FAIA, who is a principal
with PEDC. “Families would ask, ‘Where do we put our strollers?’
So it’s as simple as that, but also a big space that has a certain amount
of formality and grandeur to it, where you can perceive the whole
building, and feel like you're part of Connecticut Avenue.”   
        In three scales, this year’s Urban Catalyst awardees show
new ways of fulfilling the potential of underutilized resources to
provide better community amenities. 

Lobby and main staircase.New Cleveland Park Library, with 
the main entrance at center left.

Photo © Joseph Romeo, Courtesy of Perkins Eastman DC

Adult reading area.

Photo © Joseph Romeo, Courtesy of Perkins Eastman DC

Photo © Joseph Romeo, Courtesy of Perkins Eastman DC
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The jurors this year awarded four citations for sustainable
design and a fifth for universal design, meaning design
that is accessible to people of all abilities. The project
types honored—schools, a recreation center, a community
garden, and a single-family residence—reflect the spread
of sustainable and universal design practices in recent

years to various branches of the architectural profession.
These projects demonstrate that architecture isn’t simply
about aesthetics and meeting client needs—it’s also an
important tool for addressing complex societal challenges.
(One project recognized for sustainable design, the
Powell Elementary School, is covered on page 38.)
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Properly CitedProperly Cited
Jury Recognizes Projects for 
Sustainable and Universal Design  
by Ronald O’Rourke

Library of the Ron Brown College 
Preparatory High School.

Photo © Sarah Mechling—Perkins Eastman
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Citation for Sustainable Design

Ron Brown College
Preparatory High School
Washington, DC 

Perkins Eastman DC
Structural Engineers: SK&A Structural Engineers
MEP Engineers: Interface Engineering Inc.
Civil Engineers/Landscape Architects: A. Morton
Thomas & Associates
General Contractor: Gilbane Building Company

Ron Brown College Preparatory High School (RBCPHS) is
Washington’s first all-male public high school. Designed
by Perkins Eastman DC (PEDC), an affiliate of the global
architecture firm Perkins Eastman Architects, the 600-
student school is located at 4800 Meade Street, NE, in
Washington’s Deanwood neighborhood, where it forms
part of a campus that also includes the Deanwood
Community Center.
        RBCPHS “provides a student-centered, college
preparatory curriculum that develops and enhances
character, academic curiosity, and service with a focus on
serving young males of color,” PEDC said. The school
“was designed to serve as both an educational and
community asset. The rehabilitation of RBCPHS is one

of many steps being undertaken to re-establish a heart of
the community, and improve its neighborhood connections
and livability.”
        The project involved fully renovating a 1960s-era
middle school that was closed in 2013 due to declining
enrollment. The renovation was designed to meet the
Architecture 2030 Challenge, an AIA-supported effort
that calls for all new buildings, developments, and major
renovations to be designed to achieve steeply reduced
fossil fuel use, energy consumption, and greenhouse gas
emissions, with a goal of being carbon-neutral by 2030.
        The school’s roof is equipped with a 533-kilowatt
rooftop photovoltaic array. For any electrical power that
the school takes from the grid, the District has committed
to purchasing offsetting renewable energy certificates for
wind energy. The school also incorporates numerous
features for reducing water use, capturing and managing
rainwater, and improving indoor air quality.
        “The school is dedicated to using the building as a
teaching tool for both students and the larger community,”
PEDC said. Educational signage throughout the building
alerts occupants to sustainable-design features, and a
community garden serves the school and community as a
teaching tool for local, sustainable agriculture. With these
features and others, the firm said, the RBCPHS “provides
not only the best individual instructional spaces, but also
complementary places for positive school community
interaction outside of class.”

Main entrance of the Ron Brown College 
Preparatory High School.

Photo © Sarah Mechling—Perkins Eastman
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Citation for Sustainable Design

Marvin Gaye Recreation Center
Washington, DC 

ISTUDIO Architects
Landscape Architects: Landscape Architecture Bureau 
+ Symbiosis
Structural Engineers: Simpson Gumpertz & Heger
MEP/F Engineers: Setty & Associates
Civil Engineers: A. Morton Thomas & Associates
Technology Consultants: Educational Systems Planning
Glazing/Screen Installers: Delray Glass
LEED Consultant: Dan Triman
Contractor: MCN Build

The Marvin Gaye Recreation Center—a dynamic, bar-shaped
building designed by ISTUDIO Architects—is located at 15 61st
Street, NE, in Washington’s Grant Park neighborhood, not far from
the District’s easternmost tip. The project has achieved LEED
Gold certification.
         Underlying the building’s design was the concept of resilience—
an idea, the architects said, that applies to both how the project
responds to the site’s specific challenges, and to how the facility is
intended to help to build resilience within the community. The
overall goal, the firm said, was to create a community center that
would be “a resource for all, and a refuge in times of trouble, in
service to the DC Department of Parks and Recreation’s mission
to promote health, conservation, and universal access to parks.”
        A key design consideration was the Watts Branch Stream,
which runs through the site. “A 100-year flood plain encompasses
approximately half of the site, and a FEMA-mandated floodway
along Watts Branch Stream cuts the site in half,” the firm said.
“This, along with majestic willow oaks on the northern half of the
site and a large practice field to the south of the site, drove the center
to be located as close as possible to Watts Branch Stream.”

        The building’s cantilevered design raises it out of the floodway,
extends the building’s form towards the stream, and creates a
balcony that provides a vantage point among the trees. A perforated-
metal screen on the building’s southern and western sides filters
daylight, controlling solar heat gain while also helping to frame
views. A green roof covers the first-floor wing.
        On the building’s interior, “the pathway through the building
was designed to enhance and encourage the user through the
building, and out to the balcony for a new view of the site,” the firm
said. “Art, natural ventilation, and daylighting were all incorporated
to create a healthy, inspiring experience.” The building’s narrow
footprint and interior glazing admit daylighting into all interior
spaces. Operable windows in the program spaces and automated
louvers in the open areas encourage natural ventilation. The building’s
design reduces its energy use by 37.5% relative to a baseline for
projects of this type.

The project was previously covered in the Winter 2018 issue of 
ARCHITECTUREDC, after it earned a similar citation awarded by 
the AIA|DC president.

The Marvin Gaye Recreation Center.

Interior of the center.

Photo © Anice Hoachlander/Hoachlander Davis Photography

Photo © Anice Hoachlander/Hoachlander Davis Photography
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Citation for Universal Design

Twin Oaks Community Garden
Washington, DC 

ISTUDIO Architects
Structural Engineers: BEI
MEP/F Engineers: Setty & Associates, Ltd.
Civil Engineers: AMT, LLC
Geotechnical/Hazmat Consultants: ECS Corporate Services, LLC
Contractor: MCN Build

Terraces are an age-old solution for growing plants on sloped sites—
think rice fields in Asia, Inca-era terraced settlements in Peru, or
centuries-old terraced vineyards in the Douro Valley of Portugal
and elsewhere in Europe. The Twin Oaks Community Garden—
another project designed by ISTUDIO Architects—takes the idea
of a terraced garden and updates it with universal-design features.
        Located in Upshur Park at the intersection of 14th and
Upshur streets, NW, in Washington’s Petworth neighborhood, the

project converted an overgrown, little-used, sloping patch of land
into a beautiful community garden. The facility replaces the
neighborhood’s previous community garden, which had been
located on the other side of Upshur Street, on the grounds of
Powell Elementary School.
        One of the garden’s principal universal-design features is a
winding pathway of gently-sloped, ADA-compliant concrete
ramps linking the various terraces. In addition to allowing access
for those who cannot use stairs (not to mention gardeners using
wheelbarrows), the winding path, which connects to a straight-run
stairway at the switchbacks, lends a crisp note of organization to the
garden’s design and helps showcase the individual garden beds.
        The garden’s other principal universal-design feature is a
group of ADA-compliant plots located near the garden’s top end,
where the land is more gently sloped. The plots are designed with
various heights and depths, in accordance with requirements from
the DC Department of Parks and Recreation (the owner of Upshur
Park), so that they can be used by gardeners of all sizes and abilities.

The project was previously covered in the Summer 2019 issue 
of ARCHITECTUREDC. 
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Terraces and winding paths of the Twin Oaks Community Garden.

Pavilion within the garden.

Photo © ISTUDIO Architects

Photo © Dan Snook Photography
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Citation for Sustainable Design

Spencer Carriage House
Deep Energy
Retrofit/Restoration
Washington, DC

Peabody Architects/Deco
Design Studio
Structural Engineers: Rossetti Engineering, PLLC
Energy Auditors: Conway Energy
General Contractor: Federalist Builders

The Spencer Carriage House project, located in an alley
in Washington’s Dupont Circle neighborhood, converted
a two-story, 1905 stable and carriage house designated as
a DC landmark building into a single-family residence.
The project was designed by Peabody Architects and
Deco Design Studio.
        Peabody Architects focuses on “making homes with
a smaller carbon footprint, filled with non-toxic, recycled
materials. Today all of our new work is built to the Passive
House standard, using only 15-20% of the heating and
cooling energy of a code-built structure.” The Spencer
Carriage House project, the firm said, is the first Passive
House-level retrofit of a designated DC Landmark building.
        The project restored and renovated “one of the last
remaining stable/carriage houses built to serve the large
mansions in the Dupont Circle area,” the firm said.
“Originally, the horses and carriages were housed below,
and servants above. Over the last hundred years, the
building has been used as a garage, a car dealership, a
fashionable restaurant, and in its last incarnation, a popular
Dupont Circle nightclub.”
        A key aim of the project was “to exceed the District of
Columbia’s 50 by 32 goals, achieving as close to net-zero
energy use as possible without sacrifice to comfort or
lifestyle.” Washington’s Sustainable DC Plan, adopted
in 2012, calls for, among other things, reducing citywide
energy use and greenhouse gas emissions, and increasing
the use of renewable energy, by 50% by the year 2032.
         As renovated, the first floor contains guest bedrooms,
a small apartment, and utility spaces, while the second
floor includes a large, open, living/dining/kitchen area
and the master suite. A small separate catering kitchen
serves large events. An attic-level space not visible from
the street was carved out for a small entertaining deck
and outdoor kitchen.
        The house “is zero-energy ready, with space available
on the south roof for the 16.3-kilowatt photovoltaic array
that would be required [to achieve net-zero energy use],”
the firm stated. “Current DC Historic Preservation
Review Board requirements do not allow visible solar
arrays on Landmark buildings.”
        Summing up the project, the firm said: “We live in a
climate emergency. This client chose to act accordingly.”
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Renovated exterior of the carriage house. Photo © David Peabody

Kitchen. Photo © BuzzPhoto

Master bedroom window. Photo © David Peabody
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